Rotating Co Axial Hydraulic Coupling

New Rotating Co Axial Hydraulic Coupling Ref CXT
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DESCRIPTION

- New technology to help the Rescue Services
- **Mono coupler** for the intake and return of oil from the dual effect tools
- This Mono Coupling permits your tools to be connected or disconnected without having to neutralize the distributor of the unit
- Thanks to its 360° rotation, the coupling stops any buckling of the hose
- Can be assembled on to both old and new equipment of any make without modification

COMPATIBILITY:

- Hydraulic hoses with Rotating Coaxial couplers 5, 10 and 20 meters long
  Réf 2FH5 CXT, Réf 2FH10 CXT, Réf 2FH20 CXT
- available in black yellow Ref N/J and black red Ref N/R
- 5, 10, and 20 meter hydraulic hose reels with single and dual Rotating Coaxial Coupling
  Réf 2DH5 CXT, Réf 2DH10 CXT, Réf 2DH20CXT

Powerful, Lightweight and Reliable in Rescue Operations